
TOP TIPS TO MASTERING YOUR
SPEAKING ASSIGNMENTS

CUCO CONCEPTS

Be Passionate 

You probably know this but if you're not

excited to be there then neither will your

audience be. Bring your energy into your

presentation and Smile!
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Focus on one thing in your message

It’s easy to get distracted by side points and go off-topic. Think about the one thing

you want your audience to learn and remember and put that message at the centre of

your presentation.

Use Visual Aids

Stop using slides with your entire speech in bullet points! Whittle down the amount of

text. Show visual imagery and videos to keep your audience engaged

Tell a Story

Whether it's a personal story or one that highlights what you are going to talk about.

Make it memorable and evoke an emotion or reaction.

Include the Audience

You don't always have to keep this for the end. Make your event a conversation with

your audience. Use rhetorical questions and address your audience. 

Depending on the size of your audience for smaller groups you can ask people by

name or for larger groups you can ask the audience to hold up items to answer

questions

Speak your Audience's language

Slow and Steady - ensure you’re speaking clearly, slow down your natural talking

pace, and don’t forget to pause at the end of sentences.
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HOW TO DEAL WITH
IMPOSTER SYNDROME

People with imposter syndrome often

describe feeling like a fraud. The

feeling of incompetence can be

damaging to your mental well-being

and professional growth. 

Accept you for you 

It is not about trying to impress

everyone, your business journey is

about finding the right people who like

you for you. 

What's your "Business love" language

Do you dismiss compliments?

Do you find yourself saying “sorry”, more

than you say “thank you”?

Replace negative language with

objective language and celebrate your

wins no matter how small

Stop Comparing

We often feel like impostors because we

compare our Day 1 success to someones

Year 1. We see our flaws and fail to see

the flaws in others. Embrace what you're

working on here and now and set

realistic goals

You’re allowed to fail.

You're allowed to ask questions. 

You're allowed to embrace your

imperfections. 

You're allowed to ask for help

Stop trying to be so perfect

Accept that mistakes will happen. 

Recognise when you need to ask

for help

Being seen as the expert in your

business can be a struggle. It's ok

to seek help from other experts

who have taken the same journey
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https://www.theschooloflife.com/thebookoflife/the-impostor-syndrome/
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